
Syntax  
 
There are three elements of grammar at the core of technical writing:  
word class (i.e., the different parts of speech, such as nouns, verbs, 
conjunctions, etc.), punctuation, and syntax. 
 
Syntax, very simply, is how sentences are put together.  A general 
understanding of syntax is thus required to properly and skilfully use 
punctuation: if you can see the underlying structure of a sentence, it 
becomes ‘easy’ to punctuate. 
 
A sentence, in its most basic terms, begins with a subject (noun), followed 
by the predicate, which includes the verb (or verbal phrase) and 
complement (something that relates to the subject and/or object): 
 
I had excellent service yesterday. 
 
I = subject 
had excellent service yesterday = predicate  
 
Key concept:  
When you add anything to this basic structure or when you change this 
structure around, you usually need to indicate these changes with commas. 
 
 
Introductory Phrases 
 
For instance, if the subject is no longer at the beginning of a sentence, this is 
most likely because an introductory phrase has taken its place:   
 
Yesterday, I had excellent service. 
 
The reason words or phrases are moved around like this is to put greater 
emphasis on something other than the subject (it also makes language more 
interesting).  In the previous example, yesterday is said first because 
perhaps the service the person received today was terrible.  
 
Therefore, there is a simple ‘rule’ one can follow to help identify introductory 
phrases (regardless if the phrase is one word or if it is a more complex 
subordinating clause).  Ask yourself the following question: 
 
Where is the subject? 
 
If the subject is not at the beginning of the sentence, then you will 
most likely need to separate everything before the subject with a 
comma. 
 



Here are some more examples (the subjects are underlined): 
 
When I went to the store, they were able to help me. 
First of all, give me better service. (Here, the subject before the verb give is 
understood to be you.)  
For starters, they did not give me what I asked for. 
In time, things will get easier. 
 
Please note that in the first example, although the subjective form of I is 
used, I is not the subject; the subject is they.  
 
Also, remember that even if the introductory phrase is part of a compound-
complex sentence, you still need to separate it with a comma: 
 
I went to school, and after class, I went out with my friends. 
 
Here, after class is the introductory phrase.  
 
 
Non-essential Information 
 
Another way to better understand syntax is to recognize what is parenthetical, 
or non-essential, information. 
 
Non-essential information is essentially anything that goes beyond the basic 
point of a sentence.  Most often, it can be set off or separated from the rest 
of the sentence by commas.  In situations where these phrases greatly 
interrupt the flow of a sentence, em dashes (--) are the better choice. 
 
This idea of non-essential information encompasses comma rules 4, 5, 6, 
and 9 of the Advanis Style Guide. 
 
The following are examples of sentences that have phrases containing non-
essential information (highlighted in bold): 
 
The representative, (Julie), was very kind and helpful. 
The iPhone, for example, has revolutionized the cellphone industry. 
The rep I spoke to, the manager, was very informative. 
I like the design of your store, by the way. 
 
The reason these phrases are considered to be non-essential information is 
because if they are removed, the sentences can still stand on their own and 
make sense: 
 
The representative was very kind and helpful. 
The iPhone has revolutionized the cellphone industry. 
The rep I spoke to was very informative. 
I like the design of your store. 



Em Dashes 
 
When non-essential information noticeably interrupts the flow of a sentence, 
it is often better to separate these phrases with em dashes instead of with 
commas (especially if these phrases contain commas). 
 
Here are some examples: 
 
The guy that was helping us -- he was a Latino gentleman named (Julio) 
-- was very attentive and knew what he was doing. 
 
I was in the store -- 5th Street, corner of 2nd Avenue in the Bronx, 
New York -- and found what I was looking for. 
 
I was happy -- well, not really happy -- about the service I received. 
 
In the first example, the interrupting phrase is a complete sentence; 
therefore, the use of em dashes is necessary.  In the other two examples, 
the commas in the interrupting phrases would make it more difficult to see 
where the sentence stops and where it continues (i.e., if em dashes were not 
used). 
 
Again, if the non-essential information were dropped, these sentences would 
still make sense: 
 
The guy that was helping us was very attentive and knew what he was doing. 
 
I was in the store and found what I was looking for. 
 
I was happy about the service I received. 
 
 
The Case for Clarifying Commas 
 
There is no hard rule for clarifying commas.  For this reason, many people do 
not use them; however, they are often a good tool, and sometimes, they are 
even necessary.     
 
In spoken English, in particular, people often structure sentences in odd 
ways.  They might change their mind in the middle of the sentence.  They 
might restate the subject.  They might even choose an ‘inappropriate’ word 
(like the wrong conjunction).  In all these cases, clarifying commas help 
make a sentence’s message a little clearer. 
 
I went there to, I made arrangements there to pay my bill. 
The rep that was helping us, she was not very nice. (Restating subject) 
I was given a long speech, when all I really wanted was a quick answer.  
 



The last example requires a clarifying comma because if you do not add it, 
you would be saying that you were given a long speech at the same time 
that you want a correct answer.  This is clearly not the case here.     
 
Remember, conjunctions like when do not usually require a comma before it 
when it comes in the middle of a sentence.  A better word (conjunction) 
would have been and:   
 
I was given a long speech, and all I really wanted was a quick answer. 
 
There are also unusual cases where a clarifying comma is used in a situation 
that appears to break a comma rule: 
 
I like red wine, and you? 
 
Normally, you do not put a comma before a coordinating conjunction if it 
does not unify two independent clauses (complete sentences).  However, in a 
case like the one above, the comma helps give the sentence greater clarity.  
If it were not used, it would sound like the person likes two things (red wine 
and you).  In fact, and you is asking a separate question (do you like red 
wine?).   
 
Similarly: 
 
The rep never came and introduced themselves to me, or anything. 
 
If you do not use a comma here, this sentence could mean that the rep did 
not introduce themselves to the person and that they also did not introduce 
themselves to anything.  This is not what they are saying.  The problem is 
that the phrase or anything in this context is a colloquial expression that 
means the following: 
 
The rep never came and introduced themselves to me (nor did they do 
anything).  
 
  
Fragments 
 
Fragments are commonly used to express ideas.  The question of what to do 
with them is not as complicated as it may seem.         
 
Acceptable Fragment Use (for audio cases) 
 
If someone repeats one sentence fragment after another, then it is okay to 
leave the fragments as fragments: 
 
Did not like the service. Was not happy with any of it. Did not give me what I 
wanted.  



You would not write the following: 
 
Did not like the service, was not happy with any of it, did not give me what I 
wanted. 
 
This is especially the case because not all the fragments here have the same 
subject: in the first and second fragments, the subject is understood to be I, 
and in the third, it is understood to be they.  
 
 
Unacceptable Fragment Use 
 
If a fragment can be linked to a previous sentence, then unify the fragment to 
that sentence with a comma (especially if they share the same subject). 
 
I was not happy with the service. Did not like any of it. 
 
The understood subject in the fragment is I.  Because the previous sentence 
also begins with I, you simply unify these ideas by adding a comma: 
 
I was not happy with the service, did not like any of it. 
 
Another acceptable example would be the following: 
 
I never get the help I want there, not even close. 
 
Although the fragment not even close does not share the subject I, the ideas 
expressed in the independent clause and the fragment are clearly linked.     
 
You would therefore not write the following: 
 
I never get the help I want there. Not even close. 
 
 
Commas and So 
 
So as Coordinating Conjunction (therefore) 
 
So can be used in the same manner as the conjunctions and, or, but, etc.; that 
is, they can be used to unify two independent clauses (complete sentences). 
 
I really liked the service I received, so I will be going there again. 
 
Here, so is functioning much the same as the word therefore.  Herein lies the 
first basic rule:  
 
If so joins two independent clauses and is used like the word 
therefore, then a comma goes before so.  



So as Subordinating Conjunction (so that) 
 
So is often used to join a clause that cannot stand on its own (called a 
subordinating clause) to a clause that can stand on its own (called an 
independent clause).   
 
I went to the store so I could buy a phone. 
 
Here, the independent part of this sentence is I went to the store; the 
dependent part is I could buy a phone.  I could buy a phone sounds like an 
independent clause, but it is not, because the clause is actually (that) I could 
buy a phone: 
 
I went to the store so (that) I could buy a phone. 
 
The word that is understood.  Herein lies the second basic rule: 
 
If the word that comes right after so or if it is understood, then there 
is no comma before so. 
 
There is one exception to this rule.  If so is being used as therefore and the 
independent clause (complete sentence) that comes after so begins with the 
word that, then you still put the comma before so: 
 
It was a really short visit, so that is all I have to say. 
 
That is all I have to say here is an independent clause. 
 
 
Then, Perhaps, Maybe 
 
Then 
 
i) Generally speaking, you do not put a comma after then when it comes at 
the beginning of a sentence.  This contradicts, somewhat, the rule of 
commas after introductory phrases.  However, unless you are trying to 
emphasize the fact that something happened suddenly, then do not put a 
comma after then when it comes at the beginning of an independent clause. 
 
Then she came over to give us a hand. 
I bought a car, and then I went on a road trip. 
 
For emphasis: 
I blew out a tire. Then, my car swerved off the road. 
 
ii) Like all other parenthetical phrases, when then functions as non-essential 
information, it is separated by commas. 
 



Well, then, what do you propose we do? 
 
This is also the case when it comes at the end of a sentence (where it used 
much the same, in terms of syntax, as phrases like by the way or for 
example). 
 
Okay, I'll be quiet, then.  
 
If there were no comma before then here, the person would be saying that 
they would be quiet at a specific time. 
 
iii) When then is used to indicate two sequential events and the coordinating 
conjunction and is not used, put a comma before then. 
 
I bought some clothes, then went out for dinner. 
 
If and is used, then drop the comma (unless what comes after and is an 
independent clause). 
 
I bought some clothes and then went out for dinner. 
  
 
Perhaps/Maybe 
 
The rules for the use of commas with perhaps and maybe are more stylistic 
rather than hard rules.  It is okay to use a comma after perhaps or maybe 
when it comes at the beginning of a sentence, although it is not necessary.   
 
Perhaps we should be leaving. 
Maybe they will have a sale. 
 
It is, however, necessary to put a comma before them when they come at 
the end of a sentence.  The reason is because, in this position, they are 
clearly not part of the independent clause.  If the comma were not placed 
before the word perhaps in the following example, it would sound like they 
were leaving a place called perhaps.   
 
We should be leaving, perhaps. 
They will have a sale, maybe. 
 
However, it is much less common to separate perhaps or maybe with 
commas when they are in the middle of a sentence, unless you are certain 
that such an emphasis is necessary or called for. 
 
I will, maybe, go to the store. (Poor)  
I will maybe go to the store. (Better) 
 
 



Even though/Although 
 
The words even though and although are subordinating conjunctions that 
function in the same manner as the conjunctions because and when, for 
example.  That is, when they are found at the beginning of a sentence, they 
most often are part of an introductory phrase.  When they are in the middle, 
they are part of a subordinating clause and thus do not require a comma 
before them. 
 
Even though I got the service I wanted, I still was not happy with everything. 
I still was not happy with everything even though I got the service I wanted. 
 
The only time you would out a comma before even though or although when 
they are in the middle is when they are part of a parenthetical phrase: 
 
I went in, even though I was not happy, to settle my bill. 
When I went in, I got the service I needed, even though they still have not 
settled my bill. 
 
 
Instead/Rather 
 
i) A sentence can begin with the words instead or rather as part of an 
introductory phrase:  
 
Instead of buying a phone, I bought an iPod. 
Rather than buying a phone, I bought an iPod 
 
ii) When instead or rather are in the middle or end of a sentence, a comma 
does not precede them: 
 
I bought an iPod instead of buying a phone. 
I bought an iPod rather than buying a phone. 
 
iii) When instead or rather begin a sentence and they are used as transitional 
words, a comma must come after them.  Here, instead and rather function as 
introductory words. 
 
I did not buy a phone. Instead, I bought an iPod. 
I did not buy a phone. Rather, I bought an iPod. 
 


